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Cashbox: A Love Story 
By Daniel Fishbayn 

 
CAST: 
 
BRENT, a broish second-year Engineering student (a year ahead in age because 
he took a gap year) who is Treasurer of the Pearson Outdoors Club (POC) at the 
fictional Pearson University, which is located in the also fictional central-Ontario 
town of Falstaff, ON; Brent is as lonely and self-doubting as the rest of the 
characters, but he hides these insecurities under his macho exterior   
 
KELLY, a fourth-year Management student and President of the Pearson 
Outdoors Club (POC), is a domineering, eccentric young woman with an 
insatiable libido and a general inability to empathize with others; the outdoors 
clubhouse is the only place where Kelly can feel at home and in control, and she 
will do anything to avoid losing it 
 
BARRY, a naïve, timid first-year piano performance student looking to make 
friends after Student Housing dumped him in a squalid studio apartment on the 
outskirts of Falstaff; he is frequently misjudged to be a closeted gay guy when he 
is actually just “artsy” and very shy around girls 
 
MONICA, a quiet, straight-laced, somewhat socially awkward third-year 
chemistry student who serves as the club’s VP Internal; she has feelings for 
Brent but lacks the self-confidence to stand up to Kelly, who has called “dibs” on 
Brent  
 
ALYSSA, Brent’s ex-girlfriend, also a second-year Engineer but a year younger 
than him; desperately lonely since she broke up with Brent, she is trying to 
reignite their relationship by joining the POC 
 
LANGSTON BEAUFORTE-MACKAY, a hyper-literate graduate student in 
English Literature who is actually a character created by Jack Tomlin, a fourth-
year Journalism and Polysci major; Jack is posing as LBM in order to infiltrate the 
POC House so he can publish an exposé on the scandalous activities he 
suspects are taking place therein 
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SETTING: The Pearson University Outdoors Club’s house, located in the 
wilderness of Central Ontario, on the first Saturday of September, present day. 
 
 
LIGHTS UP on the main floor of the Pearson U Outdoors Club’s two-story house. 
At USL is a bare-bones kitchenette with a fridge and a stove. (These can be 
imagined through improvisation.) In front of it, at CSL, stands a fairly large 
wooden table with 4 chairs around it. There is a long, somewhat dilapidated sofa 
at USR, with a smaller loveseat in front of it at CSR, the loveseat facing inward 
towards CS. The DSC entrance is the front door of the clubhouse that leads out 
to the road. The SL entrance is the stairway leading to the bedrooms upstairs. 
The SR entrance leads outdoors to the dock. The USC entrance leads to the 
walk-in storage closet.        
 
KELLY approaches the stage via the DSC entrance, flings open the door 
triumphantly, and stands in the doorway wearing a massive tripping backpack 
and holding a canoe paddle.  
 
KELLY: (Ecstatic) Clubhouse, sweet clubhouse! (A deep sigh of satisfaction) I’m 
home! 
 
She drops her bag and the canoe paddle on the floor, does a seductive cha-cha 
across the room towards the loveseat and plunks herself down on it. She turns 
onto her belly and embraces the loveseat like a long-lost lover. 
 
BRENT appears at the DSC door with his backpack on and watches KELLY in 
silent disgust. 
 
KELLY: (Speaking to the loveseat melodramatically) Henrique, my love, did you 
miss me? A whole summer without you. I nearly went mad. But don’t you worry, 
my love. I’m back now. And I’ll never leave you again.  
 
She leans in as if about to start making out with the loveseat, but BRENT 
surprises her from the doorway.  
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BRENT: (Creeped out and embarrassed for her, but not really surprised, just 
disappointed. Shaking his head) What the hell, Kelly. 
 
KELLY: (Embarrassed) Huh? Oh! Just… dusting off the ol’ loveseat. I thought 
you were gonna go to the dock and make sure all the equipment was safe? 
 
BRENT: (Creeped out) I just wanted to drop my stuff here first. (Beat. Walks into 
the room and puts his stuff down. Disappointed and worried, confronting her) 
Kelly… I thought we had an agreement that you were gonna pretend to be 
normal this weekend so we don’t scare all the new members away. Right? 
 
KELLY: Pfffffft. (Sitting upright and attempting to look composed) Course I 
remember that silly lil’ agreement. Don’t worry Brent, I am gonna be so normal 
this weekend those newbies won’t even realize how awesome I actually am. 
(Pause, then realizing) Oh crap, I forgot my tap shoes! 
 
BRENT: (Moving closer to her, serious tone) Look, I didn’t want to say this with 
Barry in the car, but there’s a reason I’m making you do this. You remember 
Dave, the Clubs and Services Treasurer? He called me to his office a couple 
days ago saying there was no more room in the budget to rent a wilderness 
house and sports equipment for a three-person club. He said we need at least 
enough members to fill the exec positions. That means two new joiners serving 
as execs this year, otherwise we’re donezo. The outdoors club, the clubhouse—
they’re history. Your precious loveseat included.  
 
KELLY lets out a gasp and desperately clutches the armrests of the loveseat with 
both hands, genuinely horrified.     
 
KELLY: (A fearful whisper) Not Henrique. 
 
BRENT: (irked) And that means no more naming the furniture after characters 
from Mexican soap operas! Especially furniture that belongs to Monica—not you. 
 
KELLY: (muttering resentfully) Ay, usted es un tonto tenso.    
 
BRENT: What was that?  
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KELLY: (Innocently) Just practicing my Spanish! 
 
BRENT walks up to KELLY and gets down on one knee, looking desperate. 
 
BRENT: (Sighs.) Kelly. I’m begging you not to fuck this up. (Gesturing) We’ve got 
food, drinks… Monica’s bringing enough booze to sink a fucking whale. As long 
as we stick to the script, the greens will pay their five bucks and sign their names 
on the little sheet, and we might be able to convince a couple of them to become 
execs. But I need you to tone it down this weekend. Can you do that for me? 
 
KELLY: (Nods, staring deeply into his eyes) Sure thing, Brenty-boy.  
 
She closes her eyes, grabs his shirt, and tries to kiss him. BRENT, knowing 
Barry is about to walk in, reels back in a panic and puts his hand in front of her 
face. 
 
BRENT: What, no, Kelly, not now—     
 
BARRY walks in through the DSC door with his knapsack, surprising BRENT and 
KELLY when he speaks. He is out of breath.     
 
BARRY: Sorry I took so long getting up the stairs. My asthma was acting up.  
 
Without missing a beat, KELLY jumps up from her seat and pounces on BARRY, 
grabbing his knapsack and leading him over to the couch. 
 
KELLY: (Hysterical) Barry, oh poor Barry! You sit your adorable little bum down 
on this here couch and don’t move a single muscle, you hear me? (BARRY sits.) 
I will carry your oh-so-heavy bag up to your bedroom. (Shifting from sympathy to 
flirtation and moving closer.) I planned the sleeping arrangements so we’ll be 
bunking together. I like being on top. That okay with you? 
 
Completely terrified, BARRY takes a deep breath from his inhaler and lets out a 
meek, indiscriminate cry of fear.  
 
BARRY: Euuuh! 
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KELLY: (Alluringly, as if he said “yes”) Good. I can’t wait. 
 
KELLY hurries towards the staircase. As she passes BRENT on her way 
upstairs, he gives her a sharp glare as if to say, “What the fuck, Kelly?” 
 
KELLY: (To Brent) What? Just being friendly. 
 
KELLY exits SL.   
 
BARRY: (Standing up) I think I need to go home. 
 
BRENT: (Panicked, trying to be comforting) What? But you just got here, man! 
We’ve still got a whole 24 hours of hiking-climbing-canoeing-and-boozing ahead 
of us. It’s gonna be a damn good time, Barry. 
 
BARRY: (Desperate) No, no, I can’t do this. I can’t handle her. I mean, she’s, 
she’s—Look, while you were asleep in the back seat on the way here, she told 
me she was getting drowsy from all the driving. So I asked her what I could do to 
help wake her up. 
 
BRENT: (Cringing in anticipation, rubbing his forehead) Mhm. 
 
BARRY: (Escalating worry) Her solution was, and I quote, “Maybe some kisses 
on the tummy would do the trick.” When I said I wasn’t interested in doing that, 
she just laughed, 
 
BRENT: Well… 
 
BARRY: (continuing without pausing, getting worked up) grabbed my thigh, and 
started singing showtunes! 
 
Kelly: (Singing obnoxiously in a mocking falsetto from off-stage) I dreamed a 
dream my life would be-e-e-e-e… (takes huge, exaggerated inhale) So different 
from this hell I’m living-g-g-g! 
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BRENT: (Disbelieving his own words) Oh, come on, man. Kelly’s all bark and no 
bite. She’s just a friendly gal. Ya gotta take everything she says with a grain of 
salt.  
 
KELLY: (Shouting to Brent from off-stage) Ooh, I found a condom on my bed! We 
sure coulda used this last time, eh Brent-y boy?! Hah! 
 
BRENT: (Embarrassed and angered, still putting on a front for Barry) Again, big 
ol’ grain of salt! 
 
KELLY: (Off-stage, trying to embarrass Brent even more) Oh remember, Brent?! 
Remember last time when we had that kinky sexual intercourse together and it 
was great for both of us and you told me you definitely did not regret it one 
single— 
 
BRENT: (Cutting her off) Bagels! (Pause.) Ya like bagels, Barry? We brought a 
lot of bagels up this weekend.   
 
LANGSTON BEAUFORTE-MACKAY appears at the DSC doorway. He is 
wearing archaic hunting gear—a tweed sportcoat, slacks, and a deerstalker 
hat—and carries a large satchel rather than a tripping backpack. He holds a book 
in his hand, a copy of Walden by Henry David Thoreau.  
 
LBM: (Reading aloud and pacing towards CS) “I went to the woods because I 
wished to live deliberately, to front only the essential facts of life, and see if I 
could not learn what it had to teach, and not, when I came to die, discover that I 
had not lived.” (Pause, looks up.) Source? Anyone? 
 
(BRENT and BARRY exchange bewildered glances.) 
 
BRENT: (Sheepishly half-joking) Uh… Bear Grylls? 
 
LBM: (Delights, slapping Brent on the back) Hah! No, my tank-topped friend, the 
guilty party is of course none other than our dear old friend Henry David Thoreau 
as recorded in his great work Walden; or, Life in The Woods. I thought it a perfect 
fit for this weekend trip “à la foret.” (Lecturing passionately and beginning to pace 
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around) What better guide than Thoreau, who sucked the marrow out of life as he 
fended for himself in a little wooden cabin ‘midst the wilderness of 
Massachusetts? You see, he alone among scribes had the brilliance to seek out 
the essence of humanity not in a bustling city but in the unshackled seclusion of 
nature. We could all learn quite a lesson from Mister Thoreau.           
 
BRENT: (Approaching LBM, light-heartedly cajoling) A lesson? What is this, 
history class? This weekend is all about forgetting that school even exists, buddy. 
(Extending hand) I’m Brent, Club Treasurer, second-year Engineering.  
 
LBM: (Extending hand to BRENT) Langston Beauforte-MacKay, graduate studies 
in English Literature. (They shake hands.) (To Barry) And you are? 
 
BARRY: (Stepping forward, shyly) Er, Barry, first-year piano major… I’m new too.  
 
BRENT: (To LBM) You got a lift up with Monica, right? Where’s she at? 
 
LBM: Yes, yes! Your colleague is just ascending the stairs now, along with 
another (Slipping into JACK’s speaking style) girl—er, young woman who joined 
us for the expedition, also new to the club.  
 
BRENT: (Overzealous) Oh, another new joiner? Can’t wait to meet her! After all, 
this weekend is all about showing some love to our… 
 
ALYSSA and MONICA appear at the door.  
 
BRENT: (Shocked by the sight of Alyssa, his heart sinking) Newest… 
members… 
 
BRENT is stunned when he sees ALYSSA. ALYSSA is trying to act like 
everything is normal, pretending not to see BRENT at first. MONICA runs to hug 
BRENT near the table CSL. ALYSSA, LBM, and BARRY move towards the 
couches and start chatting.  
 
MONICA: Brent! (Hugs him.) How are you? How was your summer? 
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BRENT: (Still shocked) Monica, do you realize you brought—(Pointing to Alyssa) 
 
MONICA: (Playfully) yep, enough beer to sink a whale, just like you told me! 
(Plops two recyclable shopping bags full of beers onto the table. The bag is from 
The Body Shop or a similar store) It’s gonna be one wild weekend. 
 
BRENT: (Growing bitter) No, no. You brought… Alyssa. I can’t believe this.  
 
MONICA: (Surprised) You know Alyssa?  
 
BRENT: (Dryly) We only dated for all of first year. 
 
MONICA: (Regretful) Oh… she neglected to mention that in the car. 
 
BRENT: (To Monica, putting up a cocky façade) Yup. We broke up a couple 
months ago cause I got sick of doing the whole long distance thing over the 
summer. (Sincerely cocky, but ending on a note of nervousness) I mean I knew 
I’d have to dodge her in all the Engineering classes we have together, but I didn’t 
think she’d go this far just to talk to me. 
 
ALYSSA tries to appear nonchalant as she walks over to the table, clearly hoping 
to speak to Brent. LBM goes to join BARRY on the couch, and they begin 
chatting. 
 
ALYSSA: (Faking surprise) Brent? Hey! Fancy meeting you here! 
 
BRENT: (Sarcastic) Yup, fancy meeting me at the clubhouse of the club that I 
run.  
 
MONICA: (Uneasy) Well, I’ll uh, let you two catch up. 
 
Monica joins LBM and BARRY on the couch. 
 
ALYSSA: (Turning away from BRENT, sensing his resentment) Well, I suppose 
it’s nice to see you. (Putting up a façade) But I’m really just here to go rock 
climbing. It’s such a great way to connect with nature, you know?   
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BRENT: (Spitefully) You’ve never been rock climbing in your life. 
 
ALYSSA: (Snappy) It’s never too late to start. Don’t I have the right to try 
something new?  
 
BRENT: (Pissed off, putting beer in fridge) Well, I guess it just seems a little 
strange that you’d suddenly be interested in trying out my favourite hobby at my 
club’s wilderness house on a weekend when you knew I was gonna be here.  
 
ALYSSA: (Snappy, feeling cornered) What are you trying to say, Brent? 
 
BRENT: (Turning confrontationally) I think you know what I’m trying to say. 
 
(Kelly returns at CSL from upstairs.) 
 
KELLY: (To BRENT, jabbing him in the stomach) All done settin’ up the sex-den! 
(Seeing Alyssa) Ooh, new friend! I’m Kelly, Pearson Outdoors Club President. 
What’s your name? 
 
ALYSSA: (Jaded) Sorry, I was just leaving. I can see I’m not wanted here. Your 
friend Brent seems to think that just because we dated once upon a time, I can’t 
enjoy a nice weekend learning how to rock climb at the POC House. He thinks 
I’m stalking him.  
 
KELLY: (Gasps, realizing who she is, intrigued) You’re Alyssa! Oh, Brent has told 
me all about you. 
 
ALYSSA: Has he? Well, I’m sorry you won’t get to despise me in person. (She 
starts to gather her things and walk towards the USC entrance.) 
 
KELLY: Wait! (Urgently grabbing BRENT and whispering to him) You dunce, 
she’s a potential new member! We need her to join the club or we’re donezo! Go 
apologize! 
 
BRENT: Why should I apologize? She— 
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KELLY: Brent!   
 
BRENT: (Pause, mulling it over.) Fine. 
 
BRENT rushes to the door and blocks ALYSSA’s path just as she’s about to 
leave. 
 
BRENT: (With forced regret) Wait. I’m sorry. 
 
ALYSSA: (Pause.) Look, I’m not stalking you, okay? (Beat.) Maybe I was looking 
forward to seeing you. Maybe I thought there was a chance you’d be happy to 
see me too. Does that make me a bad person? 
 
BRENT: (Pause. More sympathetically) No, no it doesn’t.  
 
ALYSSA: (Pause) Thank you.  
 
KELLY, seeing that Alyssa has stopped trying to leave, hurries over and captures 
her in a bear hug.  
  
KELLY: (Turning on her charm) Please oh please stay and join the club! I’ll teach 
you how to rock climb! We’ll be best friends!  
 
ALYSSA: (Laughing as she playfully breaks free from Kelly) Okay, okay, I’ll stay 
the night. Besides, I just realized I’m kind of trapped here anyway until someone 
decides to give me a lift back to campus. 
 
KELLY: Honey, you will not regret it, I promise.  
 
MONICA approaches KELLY and holds up her wristwatch to KELLY’S face. 
 
MONICA: Psttt. Kelly. 
 
KELLY: Oh Christ, it’s already noon! We better get a move on! 
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Kelly hurries over to one of the kitchen table chairs and stands up on it. She 
whistles loudly to get everyone’s attention. 
 
KELLY: (In peppy camp-director tone) Hello friends, new and old! I am Kelly, 
president of the Pearson University Outdoors Club, and it is my pleasure to 
welcome you to our humble clubhouse on the beautiful Lake Wabachingo. As you 
can probably tell, we’re a pretty tight-knit group here—last year there were only 
five of us, and two of our members just graduated. So basically there’s lots of 
room for new joiners! Anyway, we have a wonderful weekend of exciting activities 
planned for all y’all. But first I’m gonna need all my new friends to please grab all 
your bags and bring them upstairs to the bedroom. I am gonna have to ask you 
guys to hang out up there for a few minutes until I come and get you. But don’t 
you worry, it won’t be long before we are out and about having some nature-filled 
fun! Woohoo!  
 
MONICA applauds gleefully to show her approval. The potential new members 
speak the following lines simultaneously. 
 
BARRY and ALYSSA: (Awkwardly and meekly mirroring Kelly’s cheer) Woohoo. 
 
LBM: (Enthusiastic, pumping his fist in the air) Huzzah!  
 
KELLY gets down from the chair. LBM, ALYSSA, and MONICA start picking up 
their bags and heading upstairs.  
 
KELLY: (Still peppy, to MONICA) Hold up, Mon. Exec meeting at the dinner table 
in three seconds. 
 
MONICA: (Playfully jumping to attention) Yes, El Presidente! 
 
MONICA runs over from the couch to join KELLY and BRENT, who have sat 
down at the table. LBM, ALYSSA, and BARRY exit SL.  
 
MONICA: (Saluting) VP Internal Monica, reporting for duty! 
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KELLY: (Her arms crossed, suddenly devoid of peppiness) Cut the shit, Monica. 
This is serious business. Siddown. 
 
MONICA sits down at the table. 
 
MONICA: (Deflated) Sorry. I’m just excited for the weekend is all. 
 
KELLY: Yeah, well, we’ll give you something to be excited about. (To Brent) 
Brent, tell her what Dave said.   
 
MONICA: (Confused) Who’s Dave? 
 
BRENT: (To Monica) The Clubs and Services Treasurer. (Sighs.) Basically, we 
need to get two new members to fill the empty exec positions this year, otherwise 
Dave’s gonna cut off our funding and, uh, that’ll be it. 
 
MONICA: (Pause, taking it in) But… but this is our big recruitment weekend, and 
there are only— 
 
BRENT: (Nodding) Three potential joiners. We know. 
 
KELLY: (Adopting authoritative “con artist” tone) Look, we can do this. All we 
need is a strategy. Brent, you brought the cashbox up right? 
 
BRENT: (He gives her a suspicious look. Pulls the cashbox out of his nearby 
bag.) Uh, right here. 
 
KELLY: (Trying to spice up the plan) Ok, I know this is going to sound a little bit… 
unusual, but keep in mind that I’m in Management, so I know what I’m talking 
about.  
 
BRENT lets out a derisive snort.   
 
KELLY: Shht! Just listen, ok? Now at this moment, the three of us are the only 
ones who know how desperate we are for new members. Right? 
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MONICA: (Engrossed in Kelly’s plan) Right. 
 
KELLY: And if the noobs were to find that out, what would they do? 
 
BRENT: (Still suspicious) Probably jump the ship before it sinks. 
 
KELLY: Sure. Now what if we were to… tip the scales in our favour a little bit? 
 
BRENT: Meaning…? 
 
KELLY: (To Brent) We’ve got, what, two hundred dollars in there (indicating the 
cashbox) to cover maintenance costs for the year?  
 
BRENT: (Apprehensive) Something like that.  
 
KELLY: What if, instead of throwing away the money on dumb stuff like “heating” 
and “emergency repairs,” we take a chance and invest in this club’s future. We 
redirect those funds towards… recruitment tools. 
 
BRENT: (Skeptical) Recruitment tools? 
 
KELLY: (Ignoring him, only talking to Monica) We’ll use what’s left in the cashbox 
to compensate the new execs for their efforts. Just a lil’ one-hundred-dollar 
stipend each to let them know their work is oh-so-valuable. 
 
MONICA: But… won’t they wonder why the three of us aren’t getting the same? 
 
KELLY: (Condescending) Sweet, innocent Monica. Honey, we don’t tell them that 
part. As far as they’ll know we are getting the same. Now of course, there will 
probably be certain unavoidable expenses— 
 
BRENT: (Interrupting, bitterly) Don’t bother, I’ve already figured it out. The 
upkeep for the outdoors house comes out of our pockets—in other words, we 
fork over the cash so Kelly can bribe the noobs into pretending to be execs.  
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KELLY: (Pause. Correcting him, as if she is redeeming herself) Actually, I was 
going to suggest that we say we were robbed. I guess you haven’t heard of a 
little thing called the Clubs and Services Emergency Fund? Seriously, it’s just 
waiting to be exploited. (Pause, sensing they don’t like the plan. Matter-of-factly) 
Oh, and I would of course sleep with Dave to make sure he reimburses our 
funds, no questions asked. (Pause, trying to sound heroic) As your president, I’m 
willing to take a bullet for the team.  
 
BRENT: (Outraged) Are you fucking kidding me? That’s your plan? 
 
KELLY: (Breaks con man character, becoming snappy) You got a better one, 
smart ass? 
 
BRENT: (Judgmental) No, but at least I have some semblance of integrity left.  
 
KELLY: (Mocking) Hm, that sounds so familiar… Oh right, that’s exactly what you 
said right before you fucked me on that loveseat over there last Easter Weekend. 
Remember, Brent? (With mock movie announcer tone) Just two horny college 
kids alone in a cabin in the wilderness. The hunky jock has a jealous girlfriend 
waiting for him back at his dorm, but he’s sick of her. And she’ll never have to 
know about the kinky Easter fun he has with the slutty outdoorsy girl. What 
happens at the clubhouse stays at the clubhouse, isn’t that right Brent? (Back to 
normal voice) And you wanna tell me about integrity? (Loud snort) Puh-lease!  
 
BRENT gets up from the table. He stares down Kelly for a moment, livid with 
anger and embarrassment. He begins to walk swiftly towards the SR door, 
grabbing his backpack along the way. BRENT stops for a moment near the door. 
 
BRENT: (Deeply hurt) Fuck you, Kelly. 
 
KELLY: (Defiant, mocking) Oh Brent-y boy you already have—and trust me, you 
will again. 
 
BRENT turns and storms out at SR. 
 
MONICA: (Pleading) Brent, wait! 
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KELLY: (Sound of the door slamming as BRENT exits SR, heading to the dock.) 
(Pause. Unfazed.) Well, guess I’m leading rock climbing then!  
 
BLACK OUT.  
 
As the stage lights come back up, we have shifted to three different outdoor 
scenes all taking place onstage at SL, DSC, and SR, respectively. There are 
gaps of darkness between the three brightly lit scenes to signify the distance 
between each of them. The two scenes on either side of BRENT’s solo scene 
both take place in the forest; there is a green filter on the lights that signifies this 
setting (no filter is necessary for BRENT’s scene). At SR, MONICA sits on top of 
the back of the loveseat while LBM and BARRY sit beside each other on top of 
the back of the couch. MONICA has her tripping backpack, while LBM has a long 
walking stick. The three of them are frozen in place, sitting on rocks to take a 
break from hiking up a steep trail in the forest. At DSC, BRENT sits frozen, 
bearing a kayak paddle with his legs out in front of him; he is on the lake paddling 
a kayak. At SL, KELLY stands atop the table, which has become the top of a rock 
wall in the forest. There are vines draped over the table and hanging off, facing 
CS, to signify this change. She is spotting ALYSSA, belaying her as the latter 
climbs up the rock wall from the floor.         
 
ALYSSA: (Struggling to climb) I can’t do it, my arms are killing me! 
 
KELLY: (Slowly pulling in the rope slack) Yes you can! Come on, almost there! A 
few more feet! (Alyssa reaches the tabletop) Yeah girl! Woo! 
 
ALYSSA: (Sitting down atop the cliff, breathless) I did it. 
 
KELLY: Hell yeah you did. Proud ‘a you, girl. 
 
(KELLY sits down beside ALYSSA.) 
 
ALYSSA: (Looking up at the trees) How high up are we? 
 
KELLY: (Looking down) I reckon about… seven feet or so. 
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ALYSSA: (Looking down, somewhat disappointed) Huh. It felt like more than that. 
 
KELLY: I know it did, honey. We’ll take on the 10-footer next. But for now, let’s 
take a moment to enjoy this sweet-ass view of the lake. 
 
They sit silently for a moment, enjoying the view. 
 
ALYSSA: (Believing what Kelly has told her, upset at Brent) I can’t believe Brent 
just stormed off like that just because you said you were better than him at rock-
climbing.  
 
KELLY: (With fake sincerity) Yeah. The truth hurts sometimes. (Beat.) I mean, 
you know Brent. He’s got his whole macho, outdoorsy jock thing going, and he 
can’t stand it when someone bursts his bubble. (Getting carried away, lost in her 
self-aggrandizing memories) Just like I did when I got elected president and 
made him treasurer as a consolation prize. He likes to pretend he’s still in charge, 
and I let him have his fantasy—why not? You know, he would never admit it out 
loud, but deep down, he’s the kind of guy who wants the girl to take control in 
bed, to say the least. Let’s just say the pair of handcuffs he owns is not for 
playing cops and robbers.  
 
ALYSSA: (Nodding pensively) Oh, I know. (Pause.) Wait, how did you know that? 
Brent told me I was the only one he had told about his… preferences.  
 
KELLY: (Groping for an alibi) Oh, uh… he told me too! On the car ride here. 
We’re very close friends, you know.  
 
ALYSSA: (Realizing KELLY is the one BRENT slept with last semester. Slowly 
beginning to nod, containing her emotions) Right. (Pause. Takes a deep breath.) 
Yeah, I guess Brent really has moved on, huh. (Beat. Regretfully) Gah, I know I 
shouldn’t have come here. It just felt so weird moving into my new place this 
week after basically living with Brent in rez last year… knowing that I’m on my 
own this time.   
 
KELLY: (More intrigued than sympathetic) You’re living alone?    
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ALYSSA: Yeah. The girl who was supposed to live with me bailed at the last 
minute.  
 
KELLY: (Pause, nervous.) Okay. Um. This might be a bit forward, but… I live in a 
2-bedroom near campus, and my roommate from last year just graduated. And 
you seem really cool… So… wanna live with me?  
 
ALYSSA: Woah, um… (Pause, processing the idea. Somewhat hesitantly but 
enticed by idea of not being alone. Nodding slowly, then faster) Okay. Yeah. 
 
KELLY: (Thrilled) Great!   
 
ALYSSA: (Her reservations kicking in) Okay. (Pause.) Wait, how much is it? 
 
KELLY: (Reassuring) Oh, uh, only four-fifty a month. Super cheap.     
 
ALYSSA: (Trying to ignore her reservations) Okay, great. Let’s do it. 
 
KELLY: (Full of joy) Great.  
 
BRENT unfreezes and starts paddling his kayak. 
 
KELLY: (Spotting BRENT in the distance) Hey, see that kayak-paddling doofus 
on the lake? 
 
ALYSSA: (Gasps) It’s Brent. (Pause. She giggles, then starts laughing heartily)   
 
KELLY: What’s so funny?  
 
ALYSSA: (Gleefully) I just remembered something he asked me right before he 
left for an Outdoors Club kayaking trip last year… oh, I can’t say it! 
 
KELLY: (Dying of suspense) SAY IT. 
 
ALYSSA: (Holding back laughter) He asked me… he asked me if I thought he still 
looked manly holding a kayak paddle!     
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(They both break out laughing riotously and keep laughing until MONICA starts 
speaking, at which point they both freeze, writhing in hilarity on the tabletop. 
BRENT freezes again too.) 
 
MONICA: (Standing up) Okay, break’s over guys.   
 
LBM: Wonderful! The foray resumes! 
 
BARRY: (Sarcastic) Hurrah.  
 
They all get up and begin walking in place, as if hiking up a steep trail, with 
Monica in front and LBM and Barry trailing behind alongside each other.  
 
LBM: Barry, I cannot help but notice that you seem… uninspired by our nature 
hike so far. 
 
BARRY: (Looking down, somewhat dejected) Well, it’s just… I guess I’m not 
really sure what I’m doing here, to be honest. 
 
LBM: (Gesturing to the surrounding scenery) Oh, but the majesty of the tall oaks, 
the sweet scent of pine needles… are they not reason enough in themselves?  
 
BARRY: (Unimpressed) Eh, I’m more of an indoorsy guy.  
 
LBM: (Genuinely incredulous but trying to stay in character) Then whatever 
compelled you to come here? 
 
BARRY: (Shrugs) I guess I just thought it’d be a good place to meet people.  
 
LBM: Meet people? Why, is that not what your residence is for? 
 
BARRY: (Sighs fearfully) I’m having a lot of trouble making friends with the other 
people at my rez. 
 
LBM: Oh? 
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BARRY: (Sheepishly, trying to downplay.) Yeah. See, after I got into Pearson I 
wasn’t sure if I wanted to be in rez for my first year. I didn’t know if I’d be into that 
whole, you know, drinking and doing drugs and going out every night thing. 
Anyway, I finally decided to go ahead with it and apply for a spot rez, but by then 
I’d already waited too long. All the spots were taken in the rezzes on campus, so 
instead, they gave me, um—(freaked out by his own story, pauses to take puff 
from inhaler)—they gave me an “alternative arrangement” in South Falstaff. 
 
LBM: (Dryly) I don’t recall that being a very nice area. 
 
BARRY: (Fear in his eyes, recalling South Falstaff) Yeah, it is a bit… post-
apocalypse-y. 
 
LBM: But the other residents… are they not students like you at the university? 
 
BARRY: (Naïve, considering it) Maybe? I didn’t see any of them at frosh, though. 
And they seem kind of old to be students. The guy who lives across from me 
seems to be running a very profitable business. There are always people going in 
and out of his apartment. Maybe he’s selling used textbooks or something.    
 
LBM: Haha, excellent jest.  
 
BARRY: (Too shy to correct him) Hah, yeah. Jest? 
 
LBM: (Uncomfortable, changing the subject. Ribbing him) Well, if you’re 
interested in making friends, Kelly seems to be very amiable towards you.    
 
BARRY: (Unenthused) Oh yeah. Her. 
 
LBM: Does she not pique your fancy?       
 
BARRY: I don’t know, I guess it’s just… I feel like she wants something from me 
that I can’t really give her.  
 
LBM: What’s that? 
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BARRY: (Getting nervous) I… I don’t really wanna talk about it right now. 
 
LBM: (Looking over at MONICA) Ah. I see. (Winking knowingly at BARRY) You 
have eggs in other baskets.  
 
MONICA: (Calling back to them) Hurry up guys, we have to be back at the house 
before sundown!  
 
LBM: (Looking up at the sky) The moon has already risen. (Pause. Looking up at 
moon, monologuing to no one in particular) “To live a barren sister all your life / 
Chanting faint hymns to the cold fruitless moon.”  
 
BARRY: That’s nice, who wrote that?  
 
LBM: (Realizing he can deceive Barry, looking at audience) I did, just now!  
 
LBM, BARRY, and MONICA freeze. BRENT unfreezes. We hear the sound of 
waves on the lake. 
 
BRENT: (Voice-over, while BRENT matches the words with his facial 
expressions) Who the hell does Kelly think she is? I may not be perfect, but at 
least I have balls. At least I try to do the right thing, even when everything’s 
turning to shit. Even when everything’s… (Looking around him, getting scared) 
dark. When did it get so dark? (The abrupt noise of a loon pierces the silence.) 
 
BRENT: (Out loud, a sharp cry of fear) AH! 
 
BRENT: (Voice-over. Pause, self-conscious.) Scared? No, no, no, see that didn’t 
scare me, it just shocked me. I’m totally fine out here. Still, I should probably go 
check up on them back at the clubhouse. Kelly’s probably making them play 
Duck-Duck-Goose or something stupid like that right now. They’re probably dying 
in there without me! Plus, I need to keep an eye on that cashbox. (Starts 
paddling rapidly towards the clubhouse.)   
 
BLACK OUT.  
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We are back in the clubhouse. KELLY and ALYSSA are standing at the dining 
table as KELLY pours two shots of vodka into shot glasses. BARRY and 
MONICA are talking at USC. BARRY is drinking a beer while MONICA is drinking 
ginger ale. LBM sits on the loveseat, sipping a glass of whiskey, watching the 
others silently and intently.                
   
KELLY: (Holding up her shot glass) To my new roomie! 
 
ALYSSA: (Holding up her shot glass) Likewise!  
 
They drink. KELLY slams her glass down on the table raucously. ALYSSA 
cringes from the shot and places the glass gently down on the table. 
 
KELLY: (Excited) Woo! So I’m thinking Movie Night every Tuesday, 
Bananagrams Night every Thursday, Blanket Fort Night on Fridays and maybe 
Glow-in-the-Dark-Bowling Night every Wednesday—depending on how much 
money we have left in our shared piggybank. Sound good?     
 
ALYSSA: (Laughs) Sure, but you forgot watching Saturday Morning Cartoons in 
our PJs at the clubhouse. Oh, and Sunday is trivia night at Pearson Pub. 
 
KELLY: (Thrilled) Oh, I like you.   
 
Eyeing Barry across the room, KELLY grabs a third shot glass from the kitchen 
cupboard and begins pouring another round, this time of three shots. 
 
KELLY: (Cooing to BARRY from the table) Oh, Ba-a-a-a-rry! 
 
BARRY: (Intimidated, not moving from where he stands with MONICA) Uh, yes? 
 
KELLY: Come do a shot with us, shy guy. 
 
BARRY: (Trying to sound polite) Oh, no thanks, I’m okay. 
 
KELLY: (She finishes pouring. Flirtatiously) Oh please, Barry, do it for me. (She 
screws on the bottle cap in an overtly suggestive way)  
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BARRY: (Embarrassed) I’m fine with just the beer. Thanks. 
 
KELLY: (Shrugs nonchalantly. To Alyssa, slyly) Oh well, the night is young.  
 
KELLY lifts up her shot glass, and ALYSSA does the same.   
 
KELLY: (Toasting in Spanish) Salud! 
 
ALYSSA: (Awkwardly, repeating after KELLY) “Sa-lood!” 
 
KELLY downs two shots in rapid succession while ALYSSA does hers, cringing. 
ALYSSA and KELLY keep chatting. While MONICA and BARRY are talking, 
ALYSSA and KELLY do another round of shots. 
 
BARRY: (To MONICA, imagining that she is judging him. Nervous) I just don’t 
feel like doing shots right now, you know? (Pause. Bashfully admitting it) I don’t 
even like the taste of beer, to be honest. 
 
MONICA: (With a hint of sadness as she thinks of BRENT) Me neither. (Holding 
up her cup) Ginger ale.  
 
BARRY: (Envious) Ginger ale is my favourite fountain drink. (Timidly) Do you… 
possibly have any more? 
 
MONICA: (Smiling) Actually, I do. (She grabs a can from atop the coffee table, 
glancing over at LBM as she does so. To BARRY) Have the rest of this.  
 
BARRY: (Cherishing her gift) Thanks!   
 
MONICA: (Beat. Awkwardly) So, you seem to really be getting along with 
Langston. 
 
BARRY: (Laughs at her abrupt comment) Yeah, I guess so. 
 
MONICA: (Gently) You know, Barry, I… I’m a good listener, if you ever need 
someone to talk to. 
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BARRY: (Slightly taken aback) Oh, um… thanks, Monica. I appreciate that.  
 
MONICA: (Trying to lead him to open up, hoping Barry will jump in) You know, if 
there’s ever anything… maybe something you’re nervous to tell people about 
yourself… because you think they might see you differently… 
 
BARRY: (Suspicious of her intentions but not confident enough to call her out) 
I’m not sure what you’re getting at. 
 
MONICA: (Hushing her voice, already feeling sorry for him) Come on, Barry, I 
saw the way you were looking at Langston today. And when he asked you why 
you weren’t interested in Kelly, and you said she wanted something from you that 
you couldn’t give her… 
 
LBM perks up for an instant but then continues to write, making sure they cannot 
tell he is eavesdropping. 
 
BARRY: (Sheepish, looking around nervously) Yeah…  
 
MONICA: Didn’t you mean, you know, sleeping with her? 
 
BARRY: (Pause, embarrassed, whispering shortly) Yep. 
 
MONICA: Right, so you’re… 
 
BARRY: (Silence.) So I’m…? 
 
MONICA: (Hesitant) …Gay…? 
 
BARRY: (Shaking his head adamantly, his suspicions proven true) Nope.  
 
MONICA: You’re not? (Almost disappointed) Oh. (Pause.) Then what’s stopping 
you? I mean… she’s clearly interested. 
 
BARRY: Well, you know, I… (Pause, embarrassed) I haven’t exactly had much 
experience before.  
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MONICA: (Surprised, but non-judgmental) Oh, okay. 
 
BARRY: (Encouraged by her response but still self-effacing) Yeah… Barry 
Levinson, virgin extraordinaire. (Pause.) I guess I just don’t think Kelly would be 
the best for that… for, for me.  
 
MONICA: (Looking at Kelly, nodding) I can see why you would feel that way. 
(Beat. Wanting to get it off her chest. Quickly) I don’t have any experience either. 
 
BARRY: (Shocked) Really? 
 
MONICA: (Nods nervously) Never hooked up with anyone. 
 
BARRY: (Pause, looking at her.) Huh. Sorry, that just… surprises me. 
 
MONICA: (Skeptical, needing to put herself down) Does it?  
 
BARRY: (Awkward) Yeah. I mean, you’re older and uh… (Pause, struggling to 
find courage to compliment her) you know, pretty. 
 
MONICA: (Flattered, but she hides it. Snorts) Clearly not pretty enough.  
 
BARRY: What are you talking about? I bet guys are interested in you all the time. 
 
MONICA: (Staring at her ginger ale) Not the one guy that I actually care about. 
 
BARRY: Who’s that? 
 
MONICA: (Shaking head) It doesn’t matter. I shouldn’t have brought it up in the 
first place. 
 
BARRY: Well, suit yourself. (Sips ginger ale)  
 
MONICA: (Pause.) I… I’m sorry, by the way. For trying to “out” you.  
 
BARRY: Eh, I’m kind of used to it by now.  
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MONICA: What do you mean? 
 
BARRY: (Feeling awkward) Uh, basically, at some point in grade eleven, 
somebody decided that just cause I never hooked up with girls and I (cont’d) 
(cont’d) played piano, that meant I had to be into guys. Don’t get me wrong, 
people weren’t mean about it, they just… I think they needed to feel like they 
understood me or something. Like maybe three or four times I had girls take me 
aside and tell me they wanted to be an “ally” for me. (Pause, reflecting.) They 
didn’t seem to notice my face flushing red every time they spoke to me. I was just 
shy… that was it! I mean, I still am just really shy. I still don’t know how to put 
myself out there. (Takes a sip of beer.) 
 
MONICA: I’ll cheers to that. (Raises her cup and takes a sip.)       
 
BARRY: It feels good to just vent about this stuff. (Beat.) You know what’s weird? 
I don’t feel nervous around you. You actually make me feel calmer. 
 
MONICA: (Her heart warmed) Do I? (She smiles sheepishly.)  
 
BRENT walks into the clubhouse from SR. He is soaking wet. There is a moment 
of awkward silence as everyone stares at him. ALYSSA and KELLY exchange 
bemused glances and start giggling.    
 
BRENT: (Ashamed) I slipped getting out of the kayak. 
 
BRENT tries to walk across to the SL stairway, but KELLY blocks his path at CS. 
 
KELLY: Don’t worry, Brent. Everything went just… (Holding back laughter) 
swimmingly without you. 
 
BRENT: Ha, ha, hilarious. Please let me through so I can go get changed. 
 
KELLY: Be my guest, Brent-y boy.  
 
KELLY steps aside and stares at BRENT defiantly as he walks past her.             
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KELLY: (Shouting to BRENT as he goes off SL) Remember Brent, no rush! (To 
the group) So, let’s see if we can have some fun before Brent comes back down 
and ruins it. Shall we play a game? (Her eyes light up) Ooh, let’s play Never 
Have I Ever!  
 
MONICA: (Stepping forward timidly) Um, Kelly, I’m not sure that’s the best game 
for us… I mean, we don’t even all know each other well yet and— 
 
KELLY: Oh shush Monica, don’t be such a prude. It’s fine. Besides, playing 
Never Have I Ever is THE best way to get to know people! (Taking an intimate 
tone and moving in close to Monica but not speaking any more quietly) Honey 
are you just a lil’ nervous that everyone will judge you cause of your little v-card 
problem?  
 
MONICA: (Entering panic) Kelly, would you… everyone can hear us— 
 
KELLY: (Transitioning into an improvised showtune, singing obnoxiously and 
gesticulating wildly) She’s a virgin, everybody! Monica’s a virgin! Now we know, 
now we can play the fucking game! (To MONICA, in bubbly voice) Okay? 
 
MONICA: (Deeply embarrassed) No, not okay. 
 
KELLY: (With fake concern) Why? What’s wrong?  
 
MONICA: (Struggling to find courage) That’s… not— 
 
KELLY: (Patronizing, like a parent teaching child a lesson) That’s not what you 
wanted me to do? Well, this is real life, Monica. And in real life you can’t always 
control what other people do. 
 
(BRENT appears at SL, livid with anger. He is holding the cashbox.) 
 
MONICA: (Gaining confidence) But… but that doesn’t give you an excuse to be 
such a… a— 
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BRENT: (To KELLY, furious) Mother. Fucker. I just looked under your bunk bed 
and found this. (He holds open the cashbox to reveal that it is empty.) 
 
KELLY: (Furious that Brent foiled her plan, but hides her anger, playing dumb. 
She gasps dramatically.) We’ve been robbed! 
 
BRENT: (Stepping forward, accusatory) Don’t even try it Kelly. The lock’s not 
broken, and there are only three people who know the combination.  
 
KELLY: (Playing dumb) You’re right. Then the only person it could have been 
is… (Gasps, pretending to be horrified as she “realizes” it was MONICA and 
turns to her. Melodramatically, like a Mexican soap opera) Monica! How could 
you? And to think I once called you a friend! 
 
MONICA: (Letting out her anger at KELLY, still struggling to find the words) You 
and me friends?! No Kelly, friends don’t, don’t kick friends when they’re down. 
They don’t call “dibs” on a guy when they know their friend has a crush on him. 
You know what I mean! Friends don’t make friends feel bad about themselves!  
 
KELLY: (Pause. To everyone, authoritatively) Well, I think we have our culprit. 
Clearly, Monica is so jealous of the fact that I’m President that she was going to 
frame me for robbery just to get me out of the picture.   
 
MONICA: (Having none of it) Oh, please! You’re only President because you 
coerced me into voting for you! 
 
KELLY: (Appealing to the others) That’s not true. I just gave her a few strongly 
worded reminders that I was the best candidate.  
 
MONICA: (Furious) No, you threatened me saying that if I didn’t vote for you, we 
couldn’t be friends anymore. 
 
BRENT: (Stepping forward, accusatory) I knew it! 
 
KELLY: (Playing innocent) Did I say that? Silly me, I must have been having a 
bad day.  
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BRENT: (To KELLY, getting in her face) You fucking cheater, I knew you couldn’t 
stand the thought of me being in charge, you just had to make sure— 
 
KELLY: (Talking over him) Oh, fuck off. I did what I needed to do— 
 
MONICA: (Shouting over them) Enough of this, enough!  
 
BRENT and KELLY shut up and look at her. 
 
MONICA: (Pleading) It doesn’t matter. Don’t you understand? None of it matters! 
 
BRENT: (Silence. Pointing to KELLY defensively) It’s her fault.  
 
MONICA: (Fed up) Ugh. You know what, I’m done with this, all of this. All I get is 
manipulation from you (indicating KELLY) and from you (indicating BRENT, 
defeated) I get… nothing.  
 
BRENT: (Defensive) Me? What do you want from me? 
 
MONICA: (Can’t bring herself to admit it, painfully) Nothing. Seriously, I don’t 
want anything from you, Brent. (Turning away, getting lost in thought) Home. 
That’s what I want. I just want to be back in my nice warm bed with my Harry 
Potter books and my stuffed animal friends all around me. (Remembering she’s 
in front of people, coming out on the attack, emotional) That’s right people, not 
only am I a virgin, I still live with my parents, too. And no it’s not pathetic, it’s 
awesome, actually. (Pause, taking deep breath, calming down) So I’m going 
home, (noticing her loveseat) and I’m taking my loveseat with me. If anyone 
wants a ride, I’m leaving in five minutes. (To BRENT and KELLY) Consider this 
my resignation as VP Internal. (She begins to walk towards the loveseat.)   
 
BRENT: Monica, wait— 
         
MONICA: (Confident enough to stand her ground but not to look him in the eye) 
No, no… I’m sick of that, Brent. Sick of waiting. (Approaching the loveseat, 
realizing LBM is still seated on it. Apologetically) Sorry Langston, I need to steal 
your seat. 
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LBM: (With gusto, enjoying the drama unfolding) Ah, thieve away! 
 
As LBM rises from his seat, his journal falls out from his inside of his sportcoat 
and lands on the floor at Monica’s feet, open at the most recent page he wrote 
on. Monica picks it up and glances at the writing. 
 
LBM: Oh, my apologies. (Reaching out to grab it) I’ll just— 
 
MONICA: (She steps back out of his reach before he can get it. Reads aloud, 
perplexed at first.) “Potential headlines”? “Club-cest and Cashbox Fraud: An 
Edge Exposé?” (Accusatory, but still perplexed) Langston… what is this? 
 
LBM: (Looking around at everyone, he takes off his hat. His voice totally 
changes, losing its pretentious affectation.) Yeah, well, uh, no point in lying to you 
guys. Surprise! I’m not really Langston Beauforte-MacKay. 
 
Everyone is silent, totally shocked. 
 
KELLY: (Outraged, breaking the silence) What the fuck? 
 
LBM: (Feeling awkward, not the response he was expecting) Yeah. My, uh, real 
name is Jack Tomlin. I’m a reporter for Edge magazine, you guys heard of it? 
(Waits for answer, no response) No? We’re trying to do the whole high-stakes 
investigative journalism type deal. We’re kinda like the Vice Magazine of Pearson 
University. (Pause.) You all look confused. You’ve heard of Vice, right?   
 
MONICA: (Betrayed) You mean… you’re not a graduate student in English 
Literature? 
 
JACK: (Realizing what a strange position he is in, scratching back of his head) 
Nope, I’m in fourth-year journalism and polysci. 
 
BRENT: (Trying to understand what has happened) So you just… created this 
character...   
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JACK: (Trying to shrug it off) Yeah, you know, just grabbed my copy of Walden, 
memorized a couple Shakespeare quotes, threw on my Sherlock Holmes 
costume from Halloween last year, and boom… (Using his fake LBM voice, but 
deflated, realizing how flat-out confused everyone is) Langston Beauforte-
MacKay. (Silence.) 
 
BRENT: (Piecing it together slowly but growing upset as he understands) And 
then you must have been— 
 
JACK: (Trying to shift blame onto them) Yeah I was listening to your 
conversation, I was standing at the top of the banister. But, fuck, what did you 
expect? You guys had this big secret evil villain meeting like ten feet away from 
us! And by the way, no offense but… how did you think that plan was going to 
work? I mean I’ve seen some sloppy fraud before, but what you guys were gonna 
do takes the cake. (To MONICA, indicating his journal) May I? 
 
MONICA is silent, still totally speechless and staring at Jack. Becoming sheepish 
in response to her stare, JACK pulls out his journal from her loose grasp and 
puts it back in his sportcoat. 
 
JACK: (To MONICA, sheepish) Thanks. (To everyone, with forced bravado) 
Anyway, the article should be out in the Tuesday issue, so, uh, keep an eye on 
those newsstands. (Nervously to MONICA) Hey, is that ride offer still on the 
table?  
 
MONICA: (Flabbergasted) Uh, I…  
 
JACK: (Pretending flippancy) Great. I’ll be waiting at the car.  
 
JACK grabs his stuff and starts walking towards the front door at DSC. BRENT, 
who has been seated stock-still on the floor looking confused and transitioning to 
anger throughout the previous interchange, suddenly gets up and walks up 
behind JACK just as JACK gets to the door. 
 
BRENT: (Furious) How can you sleep at night, manipulating people like this? 
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JACK: (Stopping, but then realizing the hypocrisy of Brent’s accusation. Slowly 
turns to face BRENT. Scathingly) Maybe you should be asking yourself the same 
question, loverboy.  
 
JACK exits DSC. KELLY desperately rushes to MONICA as MONICA begins 
trying to move the loveseat. BRENT starts pacing around near the SL table. 
 
KELLY: (To everyone) Guys, ok, I know this looks bad but… we can work this all 
out! (Pulls out a wad of cash from her bra) See, I think my friend Queen Elizabeth 
might be able to help us smooth things over. (Starts waving money around to 
ALYSSA, BARRY, and MONICA) Right? Guys? (Offers three twenties to Monica, 
giving her puppy eyes) Here’s your share, Mon.      
  
MONICA: (Ignoring KELLY.) Would anyone like to help me carry this to my car? 
 
BARRY: (Stepping forward) Sure, uh, I’ll help you. And I think I’ll take you up on 
that ride as well, if that’s ok.  
 
MONICA: (Warmly) Sure, Barry. (Beat. Idea pops into her head) You know, this 
loveseat may be too small to sleep on, but there’s a pullout couch in the living 
room at my parents’ house. If you want to escape your “alternative arrangement” 
for a night or two. 
 
BARRY: (Overwhelmingly relieved by her offer, he nods rapidly. Filled with 
emotion, he takes a puff of his puffer. As he exhales, earnestly) I’d like that.   
 
MONICA: (Smiling, to BARRY) Okay. Let’s grab our stuff. 
 
BARRY and MONICA start to gather up their stuff. BRENT trudges over to the 
large couch and sits down, burying his head in his hands dejectedly. ALYSSA 
approaches him at the side of the couch. 
 
ALYSSA: Loverboy? What did he mean by that? 
 
BRENT: (Head still in hands) I did a bad thing. 
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ALYSSA: (Nodding somberly) I know. Good of you to admit it, though. 
 
BRENT: (Shocked) You know? 
 
ALYSSA: (Pause, holding back her emotions.) Yeah, I know. I stumbled on a text 
on your phone right after you slept with her. I didn’t see the name, I just saw that 
whoever it was couldn’t wait for more “scandalous lovemaking” at the clubhouse. 
It all clicked when we were rock climbing and she started talking about the 
handcuffs. (Pause.) I know I should have said something back when it happened. 
But… I was lonely. And I was scared that I was gonna lose you.  
 
BRENT: (Tenderly, reaching out to her) Alyssa, I’ve changed— 
 
ALYSSA: (Cutting him off, growing more dreamy and reflective) But I’m not 
scared anymore. Maybe I should be, but I’m not. I don’t know. Something about 
climbing up that rock wall, doing it myself, pulling myself higher and higher. It 
made me feel like I could do anything on my own. It’s a nice feeling. (Looking at 
BRENT again) You should try it some time. (Pause.) Anyway, I’m sure I’ll see you 
in class, Brent. 
 
ALYSSA goes to gather up her things. BRENT returns to his misery, head in 
hands. KELLY gets up and approaches ALYSSA as she collects her stuff. 
 
KELLY: Alyssa, you’re not leaving now, are you? I thought we were gonna wake 
up early tomorrow and climb the ten-footer, remember? Remember, roomie? 
 
ALYSSA: (Awkwardly) Yeah, about that whole “roomie” thing. I don’t think it’s 
gonna work out. 
 
KELLY: (Deflated) Why not? 
 
ALYSSA: (Realizing she has to lay it out for KELLY. Slowly and deliberately 
explaining it) I mean, you helped my ex-boyfriend cheat on me, knowing exactly 
what you were doing. Maybe I could forgive that, but… you don’t even seem 
sorry for what you did to me at all. You’re so… bubbly and sweet on the (cont’d) 
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(cont’d) surface, but what’s underneath? Do you even care about people at all? 
Or do you just use them over and over again? 
 
KELLY: (Pause, then shrugs her shoulders innocently) Nobody’s perfect. 
 
ALYSSA: (Turns her head to the side, stunned by how oblivious KELLY is) Good 
luck, Kelly.   
 
ALYSSA walks over to BARRY and MONICA, who are carrying all their stuff and 
are trying to move the loveseat from SR to DSC. 
 
ALYSSA: (Trying to insert herself) Do you guys need another hand?   
 
KELLY sits down on the floor next to the couch at CS with a blank look on her 
face. MONICA, BARRY, and ALYSSA begin to haul the loveseat from SR to the 
DSC door. KELLY starts shaking her head, unable to bear watching the loveseat 
being taken away. As they near the door, KELLY leaps up and runs towards the 
loveseat. 
 
KELLY: (As she runs) No-o-o-o-o-o! 
  
KELLY jumps directly onto the loveseat, forcing them to drop it. She clings onto it 
desperately. 
     
KELLY: (Hysterical) Not Henrique! At least leave me Henrique!  
 
BARRY: (Stunned) Are you fucking crazy? 
 
MONICA: (Trying to pull her off, shouting) Get a hold of yourself, Kelly!  
 
Full of shame, BRENT gets up and helps them pull KELLY off the loveseat. 
BRENT ends up carrying her from behind, and then lowers her onto the floor at 
CS, where she sits dejected. MONICA, BARRY, and ALYSSA pick up the 
loveseat again and carry it out the DSC door. 
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KELLY: (Gesturing to the loveseat in heartbreak) ¡Qué vida más triste! Oh 
Henrique, I will never forget you. (She falls back onto the floor in grief.) (Pause. 
Her tone changes, becomes light-hearted) Well, that could have gone better. 
 
BRENT: (Deadpan, staring blankly into space) You think? 
 
BRENT slowly trudges over to the couch and sits down, still dejected. KELLY 
gets up and sits down beside him, also dejected. She rests her head on his 
shoulder.  
 
KELLY: (Staring out) I guess that’s the end of the club, huh? 
 
BRENT: (Staring out) The clubhouse… 
    
KELLY: …the loveseat… 
 
BRENT: …history… 
 
KELLY: …donezo. (Pause.) Hey, at least we still have each other. 
 
BRENT: (Deeply depressed by this realization) Oh, God! 
 
KELLY: Oh, come on, Brent. We’ve still got the rest of this weekend before that 
story gets published and we lose it all. (Flirtatious, twirling BRENT’s hair) We 
could still have some fun in the meantime… 
 
BRENT: How much fun could we possibly have after what just happened? 
 
KELLY: (Stroking his thigh) That depends. How tight do your handcuffs go? 
 
BRENT slowly turns his head to look at her incredulously. Then he looks back 
out at the audience. He shrugs at us.  
 
BRENT: (To himself) Eh, why not. (Looks back at her.) Let’s go find out. 
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They leap up. Kelly begins to sing as they hold hands and dart upstairs via the 
staircase, SL.  
 
KELLY: (Singing joyously) The sun’ll come out, tomorrow! Bet your bottom dollar 
that tomorrow…!  
 
BLACK OUT.  
 

THE END.  


